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ChibiTracker is a small application
for composing music in realtime. If
you want to compose and/or
perform in realtime music, this
program will work for you.
ChibiTracker has a simple and easyto-use interface, and is light-weight
and fast. ChibiTracker is an eventdriven tracker, which means that
you can create music on the fly,
and many times without stopping.
You can also add new instruments,
effects and edit the structure of
your track at any time, and it will
be ready immediately, even if you
were composing a few minutes
ago. ChibiTracker has several types
of instruments, including Roland
hardware-like instruments and soft
instruments, such as strings and
gongs, and dynamic instruments,
such as synth and delay.
ChibiTracker can also load external
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data files, including samples and
midis. The user interface of
ChibiTracker is built with a small
shell script and a few images, so it
can be expanded with custom
themes and skins. ChibiTracker
Features: - ChibiTracker can be
used on multiple platforms,
including Linux, Mac OS and
Windows. - ChibiTracker has a
small number of menus, but most
functions are accessible through
shortcuts, hotkeys, mouse gestures,
and other features. - ChibiTracker
can load songs from midis, samples
and external data files. - You can
customize the interface of
ChibiTracker with customized
themes, and add and remove
actions. - You can mix and load
music on the fly, in real-time. ChibiTracker can capture the
currently playing track, so you can
save any mistakes in the middle of
the process, or even stop the whole
process to make changes. 3 / 14

ChibiTracker can support multiple
instruments, such as Roland
hardware-like instruments and soft
instruments, for example strings,
piano, drums, and gongs. ChibiTracker can load external
data files, including samples and
midis. - ChibiTracker has a
synthesizer, synth, that can be
configured and loaded with MIDI
notes, and you can even load
different samples using the sounds
of the synthesizer. - ChibiTracker
can process various audio file
formats, such as aac, mp3 and wav.
- ChibiTracker has effects,
including chorus, reverb, and
trim/cut. - You can add effects on
the fly, and you can configure their
parameters when you add them. You can apply samples
ChibiTracker Download For Windows

ChibiTracker is a small, compact
music composing application that
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is easy to learn and powerful
enough to sound good. Controls
can be modified in real time in
order to change the impression of
the music in your head. You can
control the recording duration and
the tempo. You can use the sample
editor to change the length and the
speed of the samples. Using the
effects, you can change the timbre
of the samples. You can load
samples and apply them to the
instruments. The instruments in
ChibiTracker include piano, guitar,
drums, and more. The sound
engine can use the Midi midi-in
and midi-out streams to connect to
other sequencers. The ease with
which you can use the MIDI-out
makes ChibiTracker ideal for
synchronizing audio and MIDI
files. ChibiTracker features: •
Advanced Midi Sequencer: With
ChibiTracker you can use the Midi
sequencer to record any notes you
play on the MIDI keyboard. It's
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like a guitar fretboard for the
piano! It's easy to share your work
with other ChibiTracker users
through the integrated file sharing
server, or with other applications
like Ardour and Linuxsampler. • IT
Tracker/Alsa Sequencer:
ChibiTracker can record and play
using the IT Tracker engine, or in
the case of Linux, Ardour. •
Sample editor: Use the sample
editor to modify the samples
included in ChibiTracker, or add
your own samples. • VST: Use the
built-in VST framework to load a
wide range of VST effects. • Free
and open source: ChibiTracker can
be used on both Windows and
Linux. ChibiTracker Website:
ChibiTracker Source Code:
ChibiTracker Project:
ChibiTracker SourceForge:
ChibiTracker GIT: ChibiTracker
Homepage: 09e8f5149f
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=========== ChibiTracker is a
portable, easy to use IT (Impulse
Tracker) clone. It can read and
render all IT files, and it's even
capable of creating ITS from
extracted instrument samples, using
the included program (it is fully
Open Source, and comes with full
source code, under the GNU Public
License). Now let's go through
some of the features that
distinguish ChibiTracker from
other IT clones: ChibiTracker aims
to: ================= * be a
simple and easy-to-use tracker that
you can enjoy playing for hours. *
be a 100%-IT clone and opensource software, so we can all
benefit from our contributions, if
you have the will. * use as much of
the power as possible, but respect
its memory-usage, because I'm not
rich (yet). * be both a tracker with
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abilities, and an editor with
abilities. * aim to the highest
standards of portability, and do not
depend on hardware extensions (a
very good reason to use
PortableApps). * be very easy to
install, for those of you who don't
know how to install Open Source
Software. * do not depend on
iTunes, and you can use it
anywhere. ChibiTracker User
Interface: =================
========= ChibiTracker is based
on a dedicated user interface, so we
should mention it: ChibiTracker
features a dark background theme,
with a native version for Mac OS
and Windows, and a custom
desktop theme for Linux and
FreeBSD. It has a transparent black
menu bar, with lots of icons, and it
is fully screen-clearing, so it can be
used anywhere. ChibiTracker is not
a completely "black box", because
it is based on libcwi, a C-based
cross-platform music librairy.
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Therefore, some customization on
the internal library is needed. In
fact, ChibiTracker has been
designed to be customizable from
the very beginning. If you are
looking for deep functionality and
a deep customization, you should
have a look at the documentation,
because ChibiTracker has lots of
customization options, for every
single part of the interface. You
can change the theme, the colors,
the icons, everything. And
remember: if you don't like the
existing icons, you can replace
them by yours. You can resize the
whole interface, including the
playfield, the tracklist, the
play/edit/display items, the
transition, the buttons
What's New in the?

- ChibiTracker is a small portable
music software. - ChibiTracker can
be used on anything that can run
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Linux or Windows. - ChibiTracker
can be used as a standalone music
composer or as a replacement for
Protracker. - ChibiTracker comes
with an audio editor capable of
adding instruments, subtracting
instruments and of editing samples.
- ChibiTracker can be easily
compiled for use in windows with
gcc. - Compatible with Apple (and
other) Mac computers. Soundtrack supported by many
popular audio formats, such as Ogg
Vorbis, MP3 and WMA. - A
simple and easy to use interface. Metronome, GUI Scales, Groove
Calculator and an advanced Mixer.
- Supports automation, such as the
recent Mixer and Metronome. Default settings are included for
most applications. - Optional USB
hub support for MIDI devices. Many other features in-progress.
Using Advanced Audio Editor
Using ChibiTracker with Advanced
Audio Editor It is as simple as
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using a standard ID3 editor to edit
songs, with ChibiTracker being
another software for editing the
MIDI files. The ChibiTracker
editor is a console application and
is part of the ChibiTracker core.
ChibiTracker allows you to open
and save files with the editor and
edit samples, notes and more. It
can also be used with several
software applications, including
Steinberg Cubase, Winamp, and
more. Some of these software
programs will be able to read the
audio editor files, as they are quite
similar. This allows ChibiTracker
to have many advantages over
other Linux software music
composition applications. Using
ChibiTracker with Winamp Using
ChibiTracker with Winamp
ChibiTracker can open files and
MIDI files in Winamp. You can
record an instrument in the
Winamp audio editor and edit the
sample and notes in ChibiTracker.
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There are many advantages to using
both ChibiTracker and Winamp
together, and you can do
everything with one program. You
can for example compare the
sounds of one program with
another. Using ChibiTracker with
Steinberg Cubase Using
ChibiTracker with Steinberg
Cubase ChibiTracker can open
files and MIDI files in Cubase,
making it a good alternative to
other music software. You can also
use the audio editor to edit the
samples, notes and more.
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System Requirements For ChibiTracker:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3
Windows XP SP3 RAM: 2 GB 2
GB HDD: 25 GB 25 GB Graphics:
256 MB or greater Recommended:
OS: Windows 7 Windows 7 RAM:
4 GB 4 GB HDD: 50 GB 50 GB
Graphics: 512 MB or greater
Drivers: Graphics: NVIDIA®
GeForce® 4 or AMD® Radeon™
9600 graphics or greater
NVIDIA® GeForce® 4 or AMD®
Radeon™ 9600 graphics or
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